
INTRODUCTION 

 

The English word meditation comes from the Latin root word meditari, which derives from 

the same root as the word meaning „to heal‟. Its Sasanskrit derivation 'medhä ' means 

wisdom.  

. The word japa can be defined as the continuous repetition of a mantra. When the 

suffix „a‟ is added, it implies that ajapa is continuous mantra repetition and dharana is 

one pointed focusing. Therefore, ajapadharana is one-pointed focusing on the 

spontaneous repetition of mantra. Japa is transformed into ajapa in the stages of 

dharana where the mantra repeats itself spontaneously, without any effort. As the 

concentration becomes more and more focused on the japa, one‟s whole being starts 

pulsating with the mantra. Japa requires continuous, conscious effort to repeat the 

mantra verbally or mentally and to turn the beads, but ajapa requires no effort. It is said 

that japa comes from the mouth whereas ajapa comes from the breath. 

When Meditation on the breath & its mantra is performed for short durations, such as 

half or one hour at the time, then it is called Ajapa Japa continuous throughout the day 

and day & night without any break, then it is known as Ajapa Gayatri. It has been 

observed that over a twenty –four hour period, a person normally breathes about twenty 

one thousand six hundred times, by maintaining unbroken awareness of each breath 

together with the Hamsa or Soham mantra for twenty for hour continuously, without any 

fluctuation of the concentration, the highest level of spirituality experience is attained. 

Ajapajap is part of tantra to concentrate the consciousness within the six month of 

practices of ajapajap. Ajapa japa is a system to achieve astha- siddhi & Nav-Niddhi. 

अजपानाम गायत्री योगगनाां मोक्शदा सदा॥ ३३॥ 

Ajapa japa naam Gaytri,jivo japati sarvada. 

This is integrated part of kriya Yoga, in ancient era kriya yoga was the tradtion of 

Guru- Shisya parmpara to in this tradition kriya yoga was the latent knowledge of yogic 

science. 

 Ajapaja is the complete meditation technique in itself which leads the 

practitioner from the preliminary stage of meditation to the final goal of emancipation. In 

this way, it is a method of great psychological and spiritual importance. In the initial 



stages it helps to balance & harmonized state as a springboard to attain higher spiritual 

experience. In the final stages, the Ajapa Gayatri becomes ongoing, it leads the 

consciousness to the ultimate reality. 

There are two levels of ajapa japa practices. At the pratyahara level the method covers 

the gross, external aspect, using physical activity, the breathing process, to internalize 

the awareness. Then mantra is added to stop the self-induced mental fluctuation. At the 

dharana level, however, the practice is greatly intensified. There is deep concentration 

on the mantra, chakra and nadis, so that even the causal manifestations, inherent 

experiences of the senses and world, tend to gradually dissipate. 

Ajapa japa is a spontaneous form of mantra chanting coordinated with the breath for 

attaining concentration of mind and liberation of the self, In the techniques described 

above, the natural flow of breath is observed, As concentration deepens, it is possible to 

discern the soft hissing sound of the breath at the time of inhalation is similar to the 

syllable “sa” and during exhalation to the syllable “Ha”. This sound which is produced by 

the breath has been accepted in yoga as a mantra or subtle sound vibration conductive 

for meditation.  

The sadhana of ajapa is as old as the Upanishads in some of the yoga upanisadhs like 

the yoga siksha, it may find certain passages and stanzas which declare that the breath 

comes in with the sound of So and goes out the sound of Hum. This is gytri ajapa 

which the jiva repites contiously. Balmiki was initiated in “ulta name” which is vry ajapa. 

Even now those who follow the nirguna pantha or sampraday like Radha sami pantha, 

kabir panth etc. Practice ajapa , just like the ancient did. 

Gandhi too has written that the name should be repitated from within yhe heart not from 

the mouth, a muslim saint, while referring to this ajapa said, “i am experiencing the 

fourth dimentions of consciousness”. Again he said “this awareness of hum starts from 

the navi chakra, when it comes up it is reversed”.  

So it produced from Hum from the nabhi chakra when it has been completed then it will 

be reversed it to SO.  Now it becomes HumSO . 

In the Bhagwat Gita there is a also clear reference about the ajapa japa. It says, “some 

merge prana in apana, others apana in prana and yet others merge prana in prana.”  



Prana is the ingoing breath, apana is out going breath SO represent prana represents 

prana and HUM represent apna. SO some aspirants merge prana and apana, i.e. they 

joined HUM with SO, which become HUMSO there are other sadakas who join prana 

with prana, which will be delt with latter.  

TPYPES OF MEDITAION 

 Brahmakumärés Räja yoga meditation: This meditation technique is preached and 

practiced by Brahmakumärés Éçvaréya Viçvavidyälaya. During this meditation, 

aspirants sit in a comfortable position with their eyes open, and with effortless gaze 

fixed on a jyoti (light – representing supreme consciousness). At same time they 

actively generate positive thoughts about the Universal force pervading all over, as light 

and peace.  

 Zen Meditation: Zazen- Zen meditation is a fundamental part of both the Soto and 

Rinzai Sects of Zen Buddhism. The aim in this form of meditation is the ultimate state of 

enlightenment called Satori. This technique involves concentration. There are three 

types in this type of meditation. In the first type, the meditator concentrates on his 

breathing, counting the breaths or without counting. In second type of meditation the 

meditator has to solve koans or say non-logical riddles. In third type of meditation the 

meditator just sits and breathes in a prescribed manner without any aids or 

concentrating on his breath. 

Prekñä Meditation: This is also an ancient meditation technique practiced in Jainism. 

Prekñä means to perceive and realize the subtlest aspects of ones own self, 'to see the 

Self'. Prekñä is derived from the Saàskåta word "Pra + ikña" which means to observe 

carefully. Basically it sums up the perception of body, psychic centers, breath and 

observation of mind. In Prekñä Dhyäna no thought is forcefully stopped. Instead the art of 

merely observing the thought process without forming any reaction or attachment is 

developed. By doing so thoughts themselves cease to appear.  

   OM Mediation: OM is the concentrated prayer of the Vedas that says: “OM” meditate 

on the effulgence of that Supreme Divine Being, the creator of the world Planes–earth, 

heaven, and interspaces. May that Divine Being direct our intelligence “OM.” OM is the 

seed word of all prayer, in which concentrated prayer becomes most condensed. The 

repetition of OM merges in silence gradually culminates in meditation. To help one 



maintain a constant remembrance of God, japa has many advantages over other 

methods. The practice of meditation and ceremonial worship require disciplined will, 

fixed posture, faith, and effort, but the practice of japa needs only effort. 

        Even when the repetition of a sacred word is merely mechanical, its healing, 

transforming, and purifying effect is certain. Since japa does not require any special 

posture, time, place, formality, or environment, it can be practiced under all 

circumstances.   

Practice of ajapa japa is one of the technique of sadhana which can lead to directly the 

state of Samadhi. To achieve the state of samadhi one has to get the control over the 

breath, because in the state of samadhi the breath is suspended and kumbhaka takes 

place spontaneously. However, in the practice of ajapa japa, due to the continuity of 

breath and mantra, the breathing remains normal throughout, and even in samadhi 

there is no change. 

 

 


